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Co-facilitators: 
yesterday we agreed to seek advice from SBSTA chair 
various interests from parties 
instructions from chair: find compromise and agree conclusions in this session. 
reminded that the priority is APA 
understand that there is interest and convergence to explore proposals 
share new draft conclusions (just one line) 

South Africa: clarify understanding “consideration of this matter”. substantive, open ended? 

co-fac: party driven process. provide space in next meeting. up to parties what to discuss 

Singapore: thank you. seek clarification whether this conclusion means that ICAO and IMO  
secretariat will be invited to provide reports at SBSTA 50 

co-fac: seek legal advice on this issue. IMO and ICAO being observers can always submit and 
make statements at the end of the SBSTA plenary. 

South Africa: that was my question as well. Need answer from legal side and then bring it back 
to the group. 

Saudi Arabia: thanks for new draft. IMO and ICAO given floor in plenary session - always make 
their statements then. Standing practice. As parties always welcome interventions by accredited 
observers etc. Seeing draft, with the understanding that there is a standing invitation for IMO and 
ICAO to make interventions we can close this discussion and no need to discuss this agenda item 
at future SBSTA sessions. Nothing to be gained from continuing these discussions. 

co-fac: we believe that several parties have raised issues in this room that they are willing to 
discuss at next session. Unless all parties agree we likely cannot agree to this suggestion. 

Mali: possible to make reference {??} 

co-fac: draft captures that we will meet again. we included reference to reports made in 
conclusions yesterday and felt there was not convergence on that. So we have gone with 
minimalistic conclusions. 



USA: listened with interest and attention. we hear convergence that this item has been discussed 
sufficiently. We would prefer to use the draft conclusions from the previous session as those 
better capture the discussion. 

Egypt: agree with colleague from Saudi Arabia 

co-fac: heard alternative proposal by US. Based on discussion we did not think yesterdays 
conclusions would be agreed upon. Heard today that many people happy to adopt conclusions 
from today. 

Japan: share view of the USA. Noted IMO and ICAO report and members views. Don’t see 
necessity of deviating from yesterdays conclusions. 

Canada: Agrees with Japan and US and South Africa. Canada supports IMO and ICAO. Parties 
have been inviting these specialized UN agencies to support the SBSTA. Emissions not covered 
by NDCs but still critical to the Paris Agreement. Support returning to draft conclusions from 
previous session. 

Saudi Arabia: this is very important discussion. We tried to reach a common understanding 
yesterday about modalities in reporting from organizations. DCs insisted on moving on and chair 
took that to heart. Wanted to establish modality. Suggestion was to go with rule 16. 
Consideration - come back in SBSTA 50 and continue. Close it here. We always allowed IMO 
and ICAO to come and report - they need not be invited over and over. Not adding value.  

co-fac: clarification from South Africa. give floor to legal team. can you repeat question 

South Africa: it was singapore question - but i agreed 

Singapore: with this conclusion will still invite IMO and ICAO to present at SBSTA? 

legal: new conclusions do not make reference to inviting IMO and ICAO. But we still have 
standing invitation and that will not change based on these new conclusions. 

China: could you repeat that 

legal: draft no longer refers to reiteration of invitation. In this format, they will always be invited. 
In my legal opinion the long standing invitation remains. 

Saudi Arabia: thanks for the legal clarification. that justifies our suggestion to close agenda item 
and never come back to it. standing invitation since CP1. Don’t need to come back.  

co-fac: do parties agree to closing this agenda item? 



EU: no. we do have issues to discuss in relation to aviation and maritime in relation to long term 
targets of the Paris agreement. Just because we can’t agree on conclusions now doesn’t mean we 
won’t agree in the future. Want to keep this channel open on UNFCCC and IMO/ICAO 
connections. Important issues that involve anthropogenic emissions. Keep agenda item open. 

Australia: very important that we show our support for IMO and ICAO and provide space for 
discussions in the future. 

Egypt: I would like to close until next SBSTA 50.  

co-fac: do you mean rule 16? 

Egypt: adopt the conclusion from today and close the agenda item 

co-fac: do believe we can reach successful outcome at this session. We want to finish this task. 
We ask to informally consult with each other to find a conclusion. Stop for 10 minutes and 
reconvene. 

**delegates convene with each other in room** 

co-fac: there is a way forward but we don’t have sufficient time. we will consult with SBTA chair 
and find a way forward. 

Saudi Arabia: will this be the last time we meet? 

co-fac: i will convey message that everyone wants to focus on APA. I will need to consult with 
chair that parties want to concentrate on other agenda items. if no objections I will close this 
session. 


